showing the expression and localization of the majority of the proteome in yeast cells (Mattiazzi Usaj et al., 2016) . A key aim of these datasets is to identify and compare proteins that change localization in a chemical or genetic perturbation compared to an untreated wild-type baseline. Previous work has generally focused on identifying all localization changes for a single screen as accurately as possible (Tkach et al., 2012; Chong et al., 2015; Kraus et al., 2017) , but has not provided a way to systematically compare these changes. In Lu et al. (2018) , we showed that the pattern in which proteins change localization can be inferred by integrating information from microscopy images for each protein under different perturbations. By grouping together proteins with similar patterns of change across different perturbations, we better understand protein function. Here, we describe our protocol for extracting measurements about protein localization from images, comparing the differences between screens, and integrating data from different screens for cluster analysis. Our method is unsupervised and automatically infers proteomic changes from data (Lu and Moses, 2016), allowing it to scale to new datasets with no retraining of parameters.
Cluster server and screens
The Budding Yeast Morphologist software is compatible any system that has a GNU C++ compiler. We recommend 200 GB of hard drive space per image screen (each image screen contains ~4,000 images). To detect changes, at least two screens are needed. There is no upper limit, but we used 15 screens (60,000 images, 3 TB of disk space).
We used a cluster server with CentOS 7 with 208 CPU cores and 424 GB of RAM in total.
Dell Precision Tower 5810
The Protein Change Profile software is compatible with any computer with a Python 3.6 installation. We recommend at least 4 GB of RAM, and 2.5 GB of hard drive space per image screen.
We used a Dell Precision Tower 5810 with Windows 8.0 with 8 GB of RAM and an Intel Xeon E5-1620 3.50 GHz CPU.
Software

C++ code and installation instructions
For segmenting yeast microscopy images into single cells and extracting biologically-motivated protein distribution features can be found in the Budding Yeast Morphologist repository:
https://github.com/lfhandfield/Budding-Yeast-morphologist.
Python code
For averaging single cell features and unsupervised protein localization change detection can be found in the Protein Change Profile repository:
https://github.com/alexxijielu/protein_change_profiles.
This code requires Python 3.6 (we recommend the Anaconda distribution:
https://www.anaconda.com/download/). Required packages for the Protein Change Profile repository are listed in the README.md file. http://bonsai.hgc.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/software.htm.
4. Java Treeview (Saldanha, 2004) This command will save a directory with the source code to your system. To install, use a make command with the directory's path:
./make -C ./Budding-Yeast-morphologist/
The software will be installed in the ./Budding-Yeast-morphologist/bin/ folder. calculate_protein_change_profiles.py will automatically filter the input feature files to include proteins present in both screens, and perform unsupervised localization change detection. By default, the parameter k is set to 50, as set in Lu et al., 2018 . This parameter controls the number of neighbors to use in determining if the difference between the features for each protein deviates from expectation or not. In our experiments, we found this number to be robust, so it should not need much fine-tuning.
To adjust k, pass an integer as an additional parameter: E. Concatenate the protein change profiles for different perturbations together 1. We integrate different screens together, so that we can consider the localization changes for proteins across multiple screens simultaneously. Note that we consider each replicate as a different screen in this protocol; we found that this facilitates clustering and interpretation, because if one replicate does not exhibit a consistent localization change, the effect will be apparent from replicates having different protein localization change profiles. F. Cluster the concatenated protein change profiles.
1. The clustering step will group proteins with similar protein localization change profiles together.
While numerous options exist, we demonstrate how to use the Cluster 3.0 software here, which we chose due to its simple graphical interface.
2. Open the concatenated protein change profile file generated by Procedure E in b. In the "Genes" section, check "Cluster". We suggest using "Correlation (uncentered) under "Similarity Metric".
c. To perform clustering, select a "Clustering Method". We suggest "Average Linkage".
d. The clustered file will be saved in the same location as your original input, as a cdt file. 10 www.bio-protocol.org/e3022 1. We use the Java Treeview software to visualize the clustered heat maps generated by Cluster 3.0.
2. Open the cdt file generated in Procedure F by selecting File → Open.
3. Display settings can be configured in Settings → Pixel Settings. Here, the color scheme, contrast, and scale of the heat map can be set. We recommend setting the contrast to at least 5.0 to visualize the range of our features. 
Data analysis
We refer to Lu et al. (2018) for details and procedures for the specific downstream analyses that we conducted on the clusters obtained from this data. As a high-throughput method, there are points in the protocol in which false positives and negatives may arise; we refer users to the discussion section of Lu et al. (2018) for an overview of these, as well as best practices on how to interpret our output.
